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I. The Workshop: An Overview
This half-day workshop will provide an overview of an arrest alert system
and how it can be used as an intelligence-driven prosecution strategy that
fights crime and enhances public safety. During this workshop, participants
will learn key steps for planning, implementing, and maintaining an arrest
alert system in their jurisdiction.

II. Background
While investigating and prosecuting crimes remain important prosecutorial
responsibilities, there has been a significant movement in prosecutors’
offices to look beyond individual cases and tackle the bigger picture of
criminal activity affecting a community. Around the country, prosecutors
have taken on new tasks that involve problem-solving, community
engagement, and partnerships. By working closely with the community to
identify local problems and partnering with neighborhood organizations
and other agencies to find solutions, prosecutors are finding that they can
improve public safety and boost confidence in the justice system. Instead
of only responding to criminal activity, prosecutors are playing an active
role in preventing crime by identifying patterns of criminal activity and
addressing conflicts before they escalate.
In May 2010, New York County (Manhattan) District Attorney Cyrus R.
Vance, Jr. created the Crime Strategies Unit (CSU) to develop and implement
intelligence-driven prosecution strategies. Intelligence- driven prosecution
focuses the collective resources of a prosecutor’s office on one goal:
reducing crime, particularly violent crime, through timely information
sharing and close coordination with law enforcement and community
partners. Among the new strategies the Unit developed was the Arrest
Alert system: customized software that notifies prosecutors by email of
priority arrests involving a specific individual, charge, or arrest location.
By swiftly alerting prosecutors of high-priority arrests, the system ensures
that prosecutors have detailed and updated information to make the most
appropriate charging decisions, pretrial release or detention requests, and
sentencing recommendations.
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A key goal of the Manhattan Crime Strategies Unit is
to make better use of the vast amounts of information
that flow through a prosecutor’s office. This model
is based upon an understanding of a defendant’s
role in the criminal landscape of a community and
using this intelligence to focus resources on those
individuals most responsible for driving crime. The
Arrest Alert system has started to revolutionize the
way cases are handled in New York City. According
to David O’Keefe, former head of CSU, it has allowed
prosecutors to “break out of a reactive approach to
prosecution to one that is focused on coordination and
proactive measures.”1 Although traditional community
prosecution is a few decades old, intelligence-driven
prosecution is a concept that is just beginning to spark
discussion in prosecutors’ offices around the country.

III. Agenda
Part 1

Defining the Problem:
What is an Arrest Alert System?
40 minutes

Part 2

Creating an Arrest Alert System
40 minutes

Break

10 minutes

Part 2 cont. Creating an Arrest Alert System
40 minutes
Part 3

Measuring Success
30 minutes

Closing

Concluding Remarks and Next Steps
20 minutes

1

Center for Court Innovation, David O’Keefe, Head of the Manhattan District Attorney’s Crime Strategies Unit (May 2013), available at: http://www.courtinnovation.org/

research/david-okeefe-head-manhattan-district-attorneys-crime-strategies-unit.
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WORKSHEET #1: IDENTIFYING AND MANAGING PRIORITY ARRESTS
1.

Gaining an accurate understanding of local crime issues to identify priority individuals, charges, and
arrest locations
In your jurisdiction, what data would you seek, and what community organizations, law enforcement, or other
sources would you contact to learn about local crime issues?
•

Data:

•

Community stakeholders:

•

Law enforcement:

Other:

2.

Coordinating with law enforcement and information technology teams
Answer the following questions about your jurisdiction’s criminal justice system:
•

How does the process for fingerprinting and obtaining previous criminal history work for each law
enforcement agency in your jurisdiction, and how is this information delivered to the prosecution?

•

Who manages the associated systems?

•

Does it feel like the right relationships are in place to coordinate information sharing in an arrest
alert system?
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Identifying who will be part of the team that receives and analyzes arrest data

In your jurisdiction, who would you want on the team that receives and analyzes the arrest data that could be made
available through an arrest alert system?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.

Deciding who has access to arrest information and how to deal with sensitive information

Answer the following questions as they pertain to your jurisdiction and the creation of an arrest alert system.
•

Ideally, who should have access to arrest alert notifications?
οο
οο
οο
οο

•

Whose access to arrest alert notifications should need special permission?
οο
οο
οο
οο
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Who should not have access to arrest alert notifications? Why?
οο
οο
οο
οο

•

What specific privacy concerns exist in your jurisdiction?

•

How could these privacy concerns be met?
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WORKSHEET #2: IMPLEMENTATION
1.

Planning Team

In your jurisdiction, who might you include on an arrest alert planning team?
(List specific names, titles, and organizations.)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.

Problem Statement

Describe what crime problems you are facing in your community that an arrest alert system may address.
Problem statement:
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PLANNING STEPS FOR THE CREATION OF AN ARREST ALERT SYSTEM
PLANNING PHASE

IMPLEMENTATION PHASE

1.

1.

Create an internal structure to support an

disseminate arrest information.

intelligence-driven prosecution model.

⬜⬜ Create a team to manage and facilitate planning

⬜⬜ Determine your agency’s capabilities to receive

and implementation.

arrest data.

⬜⬜ Formulate a statement of the technology

⬜⬜ What staff will manage the system?

problem and conduct a needs assessment.
⬜⬜ Document how the system currently works.

⬜⬜ How will this staff be organized?
2.

⬜⬜ Create a design document for the new system.

Get to know the crime issues facing your community.

⬜⬜ Conduct a gap analysis and create a work plan

⬜⬜ Where are the problem locations right now?

and budget.

⬜⬜ What are the crime issues most affecting

⬜⬜ Build the system.
⬜⬜ Train users on the system.

each location?
2.

⬜⬜ Who are the individuals most responsible for

Determine who will get alerts and address
confidentiality issue.

driving that crime?
3.

Develop the technology to assess, store, view, and

Identify and access data on arrests.

POST-IMPLEMENTATION PHASE

⬜⬜ Determine how the criminal justice

1.

Maintain the arrest alert system.

identification process works (fingerprints,

⬜⬜ Conduct routine maintenance (IT department).

ID number) and who manages the associated

⬜⬜ Create standardized procedures to help ensure
that the system remains organized and effective

systems.

(e.g., design adjustments, trainings, oversight).

⬜⬜ Determine how to manage and organize the

2.

Evaluate the arrest alert system.

arrest data of interest as well as the type of

⬜⬜ Identify performance measures.

network the data transfer process would require.

⬜⬜ Develop a process evaluation.
⬜⬜ Develop an outcome evaluation.

⬜⬜ Gain access to the arrest data.
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FACT SHEET SERIES
Fact Sheet 1
WHAT IS AN ARREST ALERT?
Fact Sheet 2
IDENTIFYING AND MANAGING PRIORITY ARRESTS
Fact Sheet 3
DEVELOPING THE TECHNOLOGY
Fact Sheet 4
MEASURING SUCCESS
Fact Sheet 5
EXAMPLES OF HOW ARREST ALERTS CAN BE HELPFUL
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Fact Sheet #1 explains the benefits of an arrest alert system and how
it works.

History

New York County (Manhattan)
District Attorney Cyrus R.
Vance, Jr. created the Crime
Strategies Unit to develop and
implement intelligence-driven
prosecution strategies. Among
the new strategies the Unit
developed was the Arrest Alert
system: customized software
that notifies prosecutors
by email of priority arrests
involving a specific individual,
a specific charge, or a specific
arrest location. By swiftly
alerting prosecutors of highpriority arrests, the system
ensures that prosecutors
have detailed and updated
information to make the most
appropriate charging decisions,
pretrial release or detention
requests, and sentencing
recommendations.

Prosecutors have long recognized that a relatively small number of
individuals are responsible for a disproportionate amount of crime.
However, given the volume of arrests in New York City, the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office (the Manhattan D.A.’s Office) found it hard to
track these high-priority offenders. They sometimes slipped through the
cracks, and Assistant District Attorneys ended up making prosecutorial
decisions on limited information—usually the arrest charges and the
individual’s documented criminal history.

THE FACT SHEETS

About the Series

1. What is an Arrest Alert?
2. Identifying and
Managing
Priority Arrests
3. Developing the
Technology
4. Measuring Success
5. Examples of How Arrest
Alerts Can Be Helpful

The Manhattan D.A.’s Office addressed the problem by developing an arrest
alert system, a tool to track priority cases, including those involving the
relatively few individuals driving most of the county’s crime.

What are the Benefits of an Arrest Alert System?
An arrest alert immediately notifies prosecutors of priority arrests involving
a specific individual, charge, or location. This information can assist the
prosecutor to:
1. Decide whether bringing enhanced charges is appropriate;
2. Draft appropriate pretrial release or detention requests;
3. Make appropriate sentencing recommendations;
4. Alert the court about a new arrest;
5. Identify violations of curfews and other applicable conditions;
6. Receive timely notice of debriefing opportunities;
7. Use other opportunities for the gathering of intelligence; and
8. Improve the investigation of cold cases.
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How Does It Work?
1.

The Manhattan D.A.’s Office identifies specific
individuals, charges, and locations as priorities.
Prosecutors in the Manhattan D.A.’s Office create an
arrest alert for individuals, charges, and locations
they want to prioritize. Priority individuals, who
might range from persistent lower-level offenders to
those who commit violent felonies, are often those
responsible for a disproportionate amount of crime.
However, priority individuals can also include
anyone who the D.A.’s Office wants to track, such
as defendants with open cases or uncooperative
witnesses (e.g., gang members or other crime
drivers who have been shot or stabbed and are not
cooperative with law enforcement). Priority charges
are usually crimes that have a major impact on
community safety and well-being—for instance,
weapons offenses, gang-related crime, or grand
larcenies. Priority locations may include “hot spots”
where crime frequently occurs.

2.

Arrest data obtained by the police department
is fed into the Arrest Alert system.
As new arrests occur in New York City—not just
the borough of Manhattan, but the boroughs of
Brooklyn, the Bronx, Queens, and Staten Island, as
well—the New York City Police Department (NYPD)
notifies the New York State Division of Criminal
Justice Services (the state agency responsible for
collecting crime data and maintaining criminal
fingerprinting files), which then returns the
arrestee’s New York State Identification Number
and full criminal history to the police. The NYPD
sends arrest data to the D.A.’s Office, where it is fed
automatically into the Arrest Alert system, which
uses the arrestee’s unique identification number,
type of crime (as indicated by the penal law code on
the arrest record), and exact address of the arrest to
search for matches.

Arrest Alert Sample Email
New Arrest Alert: (123456) Defendant John Doe
ArrAlertMail Service (ArrestAlert@dany.gov)
You forwarded this message- on 12/25/2014 8:24AM.

Sent: Tues 12/24/2014 1:30 AM
To: Prosecutor A, PCT02_Arrest_Alert

The NYSID number 123456 of a defendant arrested on 12/23/2014 21:10, matches one being tracked by DANY as a member
of the following group or groups:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

GANGS: ABC
DANY INVESTIGATIONS: MAJOR CASES
FIO ALERTS
OPEN CASE ALERT
OPEN CASE ALERT
OPEN CASE ALERT

(Note: Primary Target-ABC)
(Note: On 1/1/2010 this def was shot in Times Square. Def not
cooperative.)
(Note: ln 1/2014, this defendant was identified as a high-priority
target by the FlO of the 19th pct.
(Docket 0000NY000001)
(Indict# 00001/2014 View Case Detail)

Following is Arrest Information for this arrest, to see more details. click on Arrest ID # link:
Arrest ID
MTS0000001
Defendant Name
JOHN DOE
DOB
01/01/1990
Resident PCT
MTS PCT
Arrest Date/Time
12/23/2014 21:10
Arrest Location
PENN STATION, NYC, NY
Arrest PCT
MTS PCT
AO
DT3 ELLIOT STABLER
AO Command
MTS DET
Top Arrest Charge
PL 2650100 [F]
Occurence Date/Time
06/23/2014 20:15
Occurence Place
at PENN STATION NYC, NY
AT T/P/0 APPREHENDED PERP# I PLUS 2 OTHER (UNAPPREHENDED)
Omni Narrative:
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The system flags priority arrests and sends an
email to prosecutors.
When a priority individual, charge, or location is
flagged, an alert is sent via email to subscribing
prosecutors and approved law enforcement
partners. The Arrest Alert email includes the
arrestee’s name, all other alert recipients, the
categories and groups the arrestee is linked to, and
notes that illustrate why the arrestee is included
in a particular group. On the previous page is an
example of an Arrest Alert email message (no real
names are used). Each alert also includes the date it
was created and the person who created it.

In addition to registered users within the Manhattan
D.A.’s Office, the office’s Crime Strategies Unit
may approve law enforcement partners to receive
arrest alerts. To protect the confidentiality of
the information being sent in an alert email,
prosecutors within the Crime Strategies Unit can
select law enforcement partners to receive an email
invitation to join Arrest Alert. Once the invitation
is accepted and a working email is confirmed, the
prosecutor approves the officer’s subscription.
5.

The Arrest Alert system has the option of creating
different levels of permissions to determine
who should receive alerts, what information is
included in the alert, and who can make edits.
For information on permissions and managing
sensitive information, see the fact sheet “Creating
an Arrest Alert System: Identifying and Managing
Priority Arrests.”
4.

Email alerts are generated 24/7.
Of the new arrest information received from the
Division of Criminal Justice Services, the Arrest
Alert system automatically searches for arrests
involving priority individuals, charges, or locations
every 15 minutes. When it finds a match, it sends
an email within two to three hours of the arrest
to subscribers who have requested an alert about
the specific individual, charge, or location. This
notification for new alerts generally occurs before
the case has been drafted by a prosecutor on duty,
allowing time for the subscribers to confer with
a drafting prosecutor. This helps the drafting
prosecutor make informed decisions about
charging, pretrial release or detention requests,
and sentencing recommendations prior to the
defendant’s arraignment.

Filters allow data to be grouped and analyzed.
In addition to generating emails when individual
arrests occur, the Arrest Alert system can filter
and analyze data. The system can list arrestees by
categories, such as confirmed gang members or
weapons arrests. It also allows users to view all
subscribers to a particular priority individual or
alert group. This enables the Manhattan D.A.’s
Office to analyze and share information within the
office and ensure that every arrest alert is up to date
and accurate. Arrest alerts can also be used to locate
uncooperative witnesses and to gather information
through debriefings on crimes in specific areas or
among specific gang members.
The following screenshot of the Arrest Alert system’s
database—accessible to all prosecutors at their
desktop computers—illustrates how information
is displayed. In this example, the user has clicked
on “Gangs – Manhattan,” so the left column lists
different gangs that are active in Manhattan. The
user in this example is interested in confirmed
members of “Gang ABC,” so the screenshot displays
the names of all members in the system along with
any notes and the name of the prosecutor who is
the contact person for the alert (no real information
is used).
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Arrest Alert Sample Screenshot

For More Information
Please visit www.creatingarrestalert.com, contact the Association of Prosecuting Attorneys at info@apainc.org, visit
http://manhattanda.org/intelligence-driven-prosecution-crime-strategies-unit, or contact the Manhattan District
Attorney’s Office’s Crime Strategies Unit at IDP@dany.nyc.gov.
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Fact Sheet #2 helps planners anticipate and address
key decisions about accessing arrest data and managing the flow
of information.

About the Series

THE FACT SHEETS

New York County (Manhattan)
District Attorney Cyrus R.
Vance, Jr. created the Crime
Strategies Unit to develop and
implement intelligence-driven
prosecution strategies. Among
the new strategies the Unit
developed was the Arrest Alert
system: customized software
that notifies prosecutors
by email of priority arrests
involving a specific individual,
a specific charge, or a specific
arrest location. By swiftly
alerting prosecutors of highpriority arrests, the system
ensures that prosecutors
have detailed and updated
information to make the most
appropriate charging decisions,
pretrial release or detention
requests, and sentencing
recommendations.
1. What is an Arrest Alert?
2. Identifying and
Managing
Priority Arrests
3. Developing the
Technology
4. Measuring Success
5. Examples of How Arrest
Alerts Can Be Helpful

1. Identifying priority individuals, charges, and locations within
the jurisdiction
To implement an arrest alert system, planners should establish criteria
on how to identify priority individuals, charges, and locations, while
ensuring its appropriate use. Priority individuals are often those
responsible for a disproportionate amount of crime; priority charges
are usually crimes that have a major impact on community safety and
well-being; and priority locations may include “hot spots” where crime
frequently occurs.
The first step in identifying priority arrests is gaining an accurate
understanding of local crime issues by analyzing data and reaching
out to both community leaders and law enforcement. Throughout
this process, care should be taken to protect the privacy of personal
information of individuals and the public through auditing and controls.
To begin developing and planning for intelligence-driven prosecution strategies,
including the Arrest Alert system, the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office (the
Manhattan D.A.’s Office) divided Manhattan into five geographic areas. The
areas were divided based on types and volume of crime, and they were drawn
along police precinct lines in order to ensure coordination with the New York City
Police Department (NYPD). A senior prosecutor was assigned to each designated
area. To become experts on the crime issues within their areas, these prosecutors
met with police officers and community leaders to learn about local crime.
They analyzed statistics on crime, gang activity, and “hot spots” of criminal
activity. And they asked precinct commanders to identify 25 crime drivers and
explain why each was a priority. The Office’s Crime Strategies Unit managed
this information and collected it in a briefing book, which summarized each
precinct’s criminal activity.
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Since the program was launched, prosecutors are able to
create new arrest alerts based on an individual, charge,
or location they determine to be a priority. In order to
remain current on evolving local crime trends and priority
arrests, prosecutors at the Manhattan D.A.’s Office can
access the Arrest Alert system through a database on their
desktop computers, which provides them with a wealth of
information regarding homicides, shootings, and gangs.
In addition to these continuous system updates that
may be accessed at any time by prosecutors, the Crime
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technology teams. This collaboration is key to
ensure that sharing arrest data is seamless and the
information is transmitted swiftly and accurately. It
is important for the information technology teams
to participate in the planning process in order to
ensure that the information is in a usable format
and the transfer is efficient. For information on how
to develop the technology for an arrest alert system,
see the fact sheet “Creating an Arrest Alert System:
Developing the Technology.”

Strategies Unit briefs the Office’s executives twice a year
and will host briefings for the trial division as requested
on crime trends observed throughout New York City, with
a focus on Manhattan.

The Manhattan D.A.’s Office worked closely with the NYPD
to understand how arrest data was processed and how to
access that data. When a person is arrested in New York
City, the NYPD transmits an electronic copy of fingerprints
to the New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services,
which then accesses and updates the arrestee’s criminal
history (if any) and returns the arrestee’s New York State
Identification Number and full criminal history to the
police. The NYPD sends the Manhattan D.A.’s Office a data
feed that contains information about each new arrest.

2. Coordinating with law enforcement and
information technology teams to access
arrest data
To access arrest data, planners should determine
how their local criminal justice identification
process works, who manages the associated systems,
and what type of network the data transfer process
would require.

To make this information available to prosecutors in
a timely and useful manner, the Manhattan D.A.’s
Office’s information technology department created the
Arrest Alert system, which formatted the information
provided through this data feed into a system that could
send alerts. The head of the Manhattan D.A.’s Office’s
information technology department was the project
manager for the creation of the Arrest Alert interactive
desktop application and the receipt of the NYPD data feed.

Accessing arrest data from law enforcement
is a key step in implementing an arrest alert
system. This data might be processed and stored
by several law enforcement agencies in a given
area. Some prosecutors’ offices might have to
obtain information from one or more local police
departments, while others might have additional
agencies processing arrest data, such as a state or
local criminal justice coordinating agency or a
sheriff’s office. In these cases, the prosecutor’s office
will have to coordinate with multiple offices to
obtain this data.

3. Identifying who will manage the arrest
alert system
It will be important to identify the human capital
needed to manage the data that will be processed
through an arrest alert system and to determine
which resources are currently available and
which need to be acquired. A prosecutor’s office
should designate an individual or a department
to lead and manage its arrest alert system and

In addition to law enforcement buy-in, accessing
arrest data requires collaboration between the
prosecutor’s office’s information technology team
and the other relevant agencies’ information
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govern decisions regarding access and security
on an ongoing basis. Prosecutors with special
skills in technology and crime analysis are a
great resource for this type of initiative. Also, a
strong collaboration with the office’s information
technology team should be maintained.
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the ability to categorize and subcategorize an
identification number can help prosecutors’ offices
organize and access large amounts of arrest data.
The Manhattan D.A.’s Office’s Arrest Alert system
database, available at each prosecutor’s desktop, is
organized into three different categories: My Alerts (e.g.,
a specific homicide case), Pre-Defined Alerts (e.g., bench
warrants, open cases), and Team Alerts (e.g., Manhattan
gangs). Within each category there are three levels of
folders (e.g., Manhattan gangs > Gang ABC > Confirmed)
under which an identification number (priority
individual) can be housed. An individual can be located
in multiple folders (e.g., individual X could be in an open
cases folder, in a folder as a suspect in a specific homicide,
in a particular gang folder, and in a housing location
folder). For an example, see the screenshot on the
following page.

In the Manhattan D.A.’s Office, the Crime Strategies
Unit manages the Arrest Alert system as well as the
Office’s other intelligence-driven prosecution strategies.
This unit consists of a chief, five senior prosecutors
assigned to geographic areas, several crime analysts,
and an administrative assistant. The analysts assist with
managing the flow of information. Their responsibilities
include analyzing crime data, constructing crime
reports, and providing intelligence (statistics, mapping)
to prosecutors. Student interns, who sign confidentiality
agreements and receive credit for participating in
internship programs through local universities and
colleges, assist in identifying useful information from
phone calls made from jail and other sources.

5. Deciding who has access to arrest alert
notifications and how to deal with sensitive
information

4. Organizing the data
A crucial step in creating an arrest alert system
is organizing the data. For ease of managing
information, setting up notifications, and
generating reports, the system should be able
to categorize arrestees and their alerts. In many
jurisdictions, when an arrest occurs, the accused
is fingerprinted by a local law enforcement agency.
Fingerprints are sent to a central database which
matches them to a unique identification number
or assigns the individual a new number in the case
of a first-time arrest. When accessing the arrest
data, the prosecutor’s office should also receive
this identification number, along with the
arrest information.

Although arrest data is public information, care
should be taken to ensure that an arrest alert
system is only used for its intended purpose within
prosecutors’ offices. A prosecutor’s office should
establish an access policy, outlining clearly who will
have access to what information on the database, as
well as who will receive notifications and sensitive
information. Within that framework, the user who
creates an initial arrest alert should have the ability
to set individual permissions, including who can
receive the alert, what information is included
in the alert, and who can edit the alert. However,
the system should have a safety mechanism that
prevents users from authorizing notifications to
persons outside of the network without permission.

Associating a priority individual’s identification
number with a group or folder system may increase
effectiveness. As described in the example below,

In addition to overall permissions, the system
should have the capacity to restrict sharing sensitive
information to all recipients of an arrest alert.
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Arrest Alert Folders

•

Users should be permitted to add notes to alerts
when they are created and amend notes as needed.
Creating two categories—public and private notes—
will enable the owners of the alerts either to share
important information with everyone who receives
the alerts or to restrict the sending of a note to the
arrest alert owner(s).

•
•

Individuals who can create alerts for groups of
priority arrests and subscribers;
Individuals who can only create arrest alerts for
themselves for particular priority arrests; and
Individuals with “read only” permission

Depending on the circumstances, prosecutors may share
arrest alerts with other approved individuals in law
enforcement, such as police, parole, and corrections officers.
To request an alert be automatically sent to someone
outside of the D.A.’s Office, there is a specific checkbox
and blank space to enter the email address as well as
a reason why that person should receive the alert. The
Crime Strategies Unit must first approve law enforcement
partners who will be registered to receive alerts. The
Manhattan D.A.’s Office routinely audits groups in the
Arrest Alert system and determines whether individuals
are no longer crime drivers and should be removed from

In Manhattan, only prosecutors, crime analysts, and
paralegals working at the D.A.’s Office can create
arrest alerts. The user who creates the initial alert can
set permissions for the alert, within the established
system parameters. When creating a new arrest alert
in the system, there are checkboxes that set the level of
permissions for other users.
The Manhattan D.A.’s Office’s Arrest Alert system has a
range of permission levels including:
4
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these groups. If an individual is removed from a group,
and there are no other arrest alerts on this individual (i.e.,
defendant with an open case, defendant with a curfew in
place), then that individual is entirely removed from the
Arrest Alert system.
The Arrest Alert system in Manhattan allows the
user who creates an alert to include relevant
notes and classify these as either public or private.
Creating two categories of notes allows the owners
of the alerts either to share important information
with everyone who receives the alerts or to restrict
the sending of a note to only the owner(s). For
example, if a prosecutor creates an alert pertaining
to a certain individual who is part of an important
ongoing investigation, it may be in the interest
of the investigation to only ask recipients to call
the creator of the alert if the priority individual is
arrested, without divulging sensitive information
about the investigation to everyone who receives the
alert or has access to it.

For More Information
For more information, please visit www.creatingarrestalert.com, contact the Association of Prosecuting Attorneys at
info@apainc.org, visit http://manhattanda.org/intelligence-driven-prosecution-crime-strategies-unit, or contact the
Manhattan District Attorney’s Office’s Crime Strategies Unit at IDP@dany.nyc.gov.
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Fact Sheet #3 focuses on the technological aspects of creating and
implementing an arrest alert system.
1. Create a Planning Team
A prosecutor’s office seeking to implement an arrest alert system should
establish a team to manage and facilitate planning and implementation.
The core planners should be prosecutors and information technology
experts. Project partners and collaborators, such as members from the
law enforcement agency that manages arrest data, should also be invited
to join the planning team. To maximize efficiency, the planning team
should appoint a project manager who is familiar with the technology
that will need to be developed, who will coordinate and delegate tasks,
and set deadlines.
At the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office (the Manhattan D.A.’s Office), an
Assistant District Attorney who was familiar with technology, a tech-savvy
paralegal and the information technology department worked together to create
the Arrest Alert system in collaboration with other veteran Assistant District
Attorneys. The head of the information technology department was the project
manager who handled requests and delegated tasks.

2. Formulate a Statement of the Technology Problem and Conduct a
Needs Assessment
The first task in any information exchange project is to gather and
analyze requirements.
To have a functioning arrest alert system, a prosecutor’s office must have
access to arrest data in a timely fashion and be able to effectively use
that data. Since most prosecutors do not have instant access to arrest
data, it helps to articulate that need in a simple statement,
such as:
Having access to up-to-date arrest information pertaining to priority individuals,
charges, and locations will help prosecutors make better-informed decisions.
However, arrest data is gathered by Agency X (and possibly multiple agencies),
and it is not shared with prosecutors in a timely or useful manner.
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In order to access this information, a prosecutor’s
office may have to coordinate with law enforcement
and information technology teams. For information
on how the Manhattan D.A.’s Office accessed arrest
data, see the fact sheet “Creating an Arrest Alert
System: Identifying and Managing Priority Arrests.”

relevant partner agencies create and use arrest
information. The following questions can serve as
a guide:
• What information is already being collected?
• Who is collecting it?
• How is it being collected?
• What is the data being used for?
• What data are not being collected and is
it possible to develop procedures to begin
collecting it?

Once the data is accessed from the partner agencies
that collect and store it, a prosecutor’s office will
need to be able to process the data. To understand
how to do this, the information technology experts
should interview key players who will use the arrest
alert system and ask them:
• What information do you need to make
appropriate decisions?
• When do you need it?
• How would you like to see information
displayed?
• What would be the best way to alert you of a
new arrest?
• Do prosecutors need to be able to record
comments on individual arrests?
• How many people need to have access to
the system?

The information technology experts also need to
survey the jurisdiction’s technology infrastructure,
determining what types of computers, server(s),
network (LAN), and other relevant features (e.g.,
are prosecutors provided with smart phones?) are
in place.
Finally, the planning team should examine existing
information-sharing arrangements with partner
agencies to determine whether a new memorandum
of understanding should be signed to permit new
uses of data under an arrest alert system.

4. Create a design document for the new system
Based on this information, the planning team can
create a report that outlines the concerns and needs
of those who will use the system.

With these questions answered, the information
technology experts should write a design document.
This is known as a “future state.”

3. Document how the system currently works

The design document should include information
such as caseload (e.g., approximately how many
arrests will the information system need to
keep track of?); a list of data fields; functional
requirements; sketches of what the computer
screens should look like; and business rules (e.g.,
specifications about who should have access to
different pieces of information).

Next, the information technology experts should
analyze and document the current environment.
They should assess the processes already in place,
including the organizational, hardware, and
software infrastructure. Although the objective
is documentation at this stage, the focus should
be on the strategic goals, rather than on the
technological details.

At this stage the planning team at the prosecutor’s
office and its partner agencies will have agreed
upon the data elements that will be exchanged, and

For an arrest alert system, the information
technology experts need to assess the ways the
2
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the information technology experts on the planning
team will start to determine how individual
agencies’ computer systems will communicate
(known as system interoperability), even if these are
not necessarily resolved at this stage. Some of these
issues will be addressed in Step 5.

project, lays out the deliverables, and assigns tasks.
The work plan should include a realistic timeline
that establishes deadlines but also allows flexibility
in case of delays. The project manager should
consider using the design document as the basis for
developing a budget.

5. Getting there: Conduct a gap analysis and
create a work plan and budget

6. Build the system
Following the proposed work plan, programmers
will be ready to build the information system.

The planning team should identify the missing
pieces, including technological requirements,
necessary to get to the ideal future state, and create
a work plan and budget. Depending on the local
circumstances, the prosecutor’s office may be able
to achieve its goals without creating a new system,
but this is unlikely.

In the Manhattan D.A.’s Office, prior to the creation of the
Arrest Alert system, the complaint room already received an
updated data feed of all of the arrests in Manhattan after
individual arrestees were fingerprinted. The Arrest Alert
system is created from that feed. When arrests occur, they
are automatically compared with the arrest alerts in the
Crime Strategies Unit’s system. If there is a match between
the two, the program is coded to automatically send an
email to the subscribers of that particular arrest alert.

When partner agencies share information with
one another, they typically implement a layer of
technology in between them so the systems are
insulated from one another. This allows for a greater
degree of security, flexibility, and autonomy between
the information partners. As a best practice, the new
layer would incorporate well-established open-source
standards rather than proprietary solutions or
vendor-specific technologies. This would enable users
to participate regardless of the vendor or technology
used—and allows independence in these choices.

The Manhattan D.A.’s Office upgraded to a larger and
more modern sever to accommodate the Arrest Alert
system. Also, all prosecutors were given smart phones for
various reasons. Since the prosecutors have access to their
email at all times via their smart phones, they are able to
be notified of arrest alerts regardless of whether they are
in the office.

7. Train users on the system

This is also the stage where the planning team
should discuss and consider adopting a formal
governance structure for the future-state system.
The purpose is to establish a vehicle that can ensure
a commitment to a shared approach for the arrest
alert system. The commitment of all the partner
agencies should help reduce the cost and effort of
information sharing by eliminating redundancy
and enabling better use of resources.

Once the system is built, users need to know how
to navigate and use the system effectively and
appropriately. Prosecutors will need to understand
the benefits of an arrest alert system, such as being
exposed to a more holistic view of an individual’s
activity in the community beyond prior convictions,
before the individual is arraigned. Prosecutors will
also need to understand how to create, edit, and
receive arrest alerts, while ensuring data protection
and privacy concerns.

Lastly, the project manager should create a work
plan and budget that outlines the scope of the
3
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As staff comes and goes, regular training sessions
should be required. Conducting trainings, offering
a help desk, and working with information
technology experts to create standardized
procedures that are easy to follow will help ensure
that the system remains organized and effective.
It is important that users of the system input data
as accurately as possible; design adjustments and
trainings can help encourage accuracy.

area is expanded, and prosecutors’ needs change. In
addition, developments in technology might mean
the system will require upgrades.
When the Manhattan D.A.’s Office determined that
the Arrest Alert system should include alerts for
arrests in all five counties that comprise New York
City (Manhattan, Brooklyn, the Bronx, Queens,
and Staten Island), the information technology
department assessed its hardware and decided to
make an investment in additional servers to handle
the increase in arrest data.

The Manhattan D.A.’s Office’s information technology
department runs a training program for all new
employees, as well as a help desk to offer assistance.

8. Maintain the system
Once the system is set up and functioning properly,
the information technology team can provide
routine maintenance to ensure that the system
continues to run effectively and efficiently. The
use of an arrest alert system will grow as more and
more prosecutors interact with it, its geographical

For More Information
For more information, please visit www.creatingarrestalert.com, contact the Association of Prosecuting Attorneys at
info@apainc.org, visit http://manhattanda.org/intelligence-driven-prosecution-crime-strategies-unit, or contact the
Manhattan District Attorney’s Office’s Crime Strategies Unit at IDP@dany.nyc.gov.
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Performance Monitoring
Performance monitoring is a vital tool that can be used to determine if the
arrest alert system is operating as intended and is producing the expected
outcomes. Performance monitoring does not necessarily require complex
statistical analysis; however, it does require the researcher to, at a minimum,
be familiar with the program and general research methods.

Identifying Performance Measures
Performance measures are specific and quantifiable measures that indicate
whether and to what extent the arrest alert system is accomplishing its preestablished goals. In general, performance measures should be identified
early in the planning process. They should be easy to document and always
take the form of numbers, percentages, proportions, or answers to simple
yes/no questions regarding whether or not an activity is taking place.
Below are a few examples of performance indicators to consider for
monitoring or evaluating an arrest alert system.
1. Criteria for Priority Arrests:
a. General criteria have been established for the entire prosecutorial
jurisdiction, or varying neighborhoods within it, for the kinds
of individuals, charges, and locations that should be classified as
priorities (yes/no)
b. Neighborhood or area-specific criteria have been created for
identifying priority locations (e.g., a housing complex, range of
blocks, or a zip code) (yes/no)
c. Number of neighborhoods or areas in which priority individuals
reside. (It is assumed that each neighborhood will have distinct
crime problems that influence the kinds of individuals classified as
priorities.) (number)
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2.

3.

Identifying Specific Individuals, Charges, and
Locations as Priorities:
a. Number of priorities identified by law
enforcement in the past year (number)
b. Number of priorities identified by prosecutors
in the past year (number)
c. Number of priorities identified by community
stakeholders or others in the past year (number)

b.

5.

e.

Number of supervisory reviews of line
prosecutors that include the knowledge and use
of arrest alert system (number)

In addition to these examples, a prosecutor’s office
may also want to gain a precise understanding of how
prosecutors actually use the arrest alert system.
For example, how frequently do prosecutors receive
arrest alert notifications? At what stage of the criminal
process is the intelligence associated with arrest alert
notifications most useful— i.e., pre-arraignment,
investigation stage, or post-disposition? And how often
do prosecutors adjust their decisions (e.g., pretrial
release or detention requests, whether to debrief a
defendant, plea offers, or sentencing recommendations)
in response to arrest alerts?

Priority Arrest Volume:
a.

4.
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Number of priority individuals, charges, and
locations overall for the jurisdiction and by
specific neighborhood or area of interest
(numbers)
Number of new priority individuals, charges,
and locations identified and entered into the
system in the past year for the jurisdiction and
by specific neighborhood or area of interest
(numbers)

This kind of information may be difficult to track
through database or record-keeping methods. If so,
prosecutor’s offices might consider administering
occasional surveys to line prosecutors. These surveys
can be web-based making them easily accessible and
may include measuring the frequency of usage and any
barriers that prosecutors have encountered in accessing
information, interpreting it, and taking concrete
actions in response.

Engaging with Partners:
a. Number of meetings prosecutors have held in
past year with local law enforcement regarding
the arrest alert system and priority arrests
(number) and number of police precincts or
commands with whom meetings have been held
(number)
b. Number of meetings with community leaders
prosecutors involved with implementing the
arrest alert system have attended (number)

Performance measures are essential in constructing
a logic model and conducting an evaluation as they
become the outputs and outcomes that are key
components to any evaluation.

Use by Prosecutors:
a. Written policy or protocol developed for arrest
alert system (yes/no)
b. Training held on arrest alert system for line
prosecutors (yes/no)
c. Number of prosecutors trained in using the
arrest alert system (number)
d. Number of prosecutors not yet trained in using
the arrest alert system (number)

Creating A Logic Model
Logic models are visual diagrams and can be thought
of as road maps that display how resources are
transformed into activities and how these activities are
linked to particular outcomes. Information necessary to
create a logic model for an arrest alert system includes
program goals and objectives, policies, staffing,

2
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These actions established the foundation in which the
Crime Strategies Unit staff could engage in program
activities. These activities included, among other
activities, establishing web-based resources to house
the intelligence gathered on priority individuals, and
conducting numerous lectures and trainings in order
to inform potential users (prosecutors) about Arrest
Alert and how to use it.

performance measures (outputs and outcomes), and
data sources. In general, logic models (see Figure 1 on
page 4) often include four concepts to demonstrate
program functioning:
1. Resources include any investments into the
arrest alert system. These investments may require
additional money, staff, office space, computers, and
other materials.
3.

The resources in the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office’s
(Manhattan D.A.’s Office) logic model included:
• The Crime Strategies Unit—staffed by a chief, five
Assistant District Attorneys, several crime analysts
and an administrative assistant—was created. The
attorneys do not have an active caseload, but instead
work to identify and collect intelligence on priority
individuals, charges, and locations. This gathered
intelligence forms the basis of Manhattan’s Arrest
Alert system.
• The cooperation and support of the New York City
Police Department (NYPD), community leaders, and
other law enforcement agencies.
• Information technology staff.
2.

Outputs are the direct result of activities, are
typically quantified, and can include the size and
scope of services and products created.
The Crime Strategies Unit produced numerous outputs
which include the Arrest Alert system. The Crime
Strategies Unit also created electronically accessible
databases which provide prosecutors with a wealth of
information regarding homicides, shootings, and gangs.
These databases also feature contact information for
law enforcement officials by police precincts, general
information regarding the geography of public housing
buildings in Manhattan, as well as photo sheets of
defendants (i.e., mug shots) who are identified as gang
members. The Crime Strategies Unit also created a
web-based form, “DANY311,” in which prosecutors and
paralegals can submit inquiries regarding defendants,
victims, and witnesses. This web-based system also tracks
questions and responses allowing the Crime Strategies Unit
to examine and identify trends in inquiries as well as the
response time by staff.

Activities include any actions or events undertaken
by staff working with the arrest
alert system.
In establishing and managing the Arrest Alert system, the
Manhattan D.A.’s Office’s Crime Strategies Unit engaged in
the following activities:
• Established relationships with the NYPD and
community leaders. One of the ways to secure these
relationships involved its staff attending monthly
community and police led meetings.
• Requested NYPD precinct commanders to identify 25
crime drivers. Once this information was received
from all 22 precincts, the Crime Strategies Unit staff
began collecting, storing, and organizing intelligence
on these individuals who became the first wave of
priority offenders with arrest alerts.

4.

Outcomes include the anticipated benefits that
program activities and their immediate outputs
produce. Outcomes can be separated into three
types: short-term, intermediate, and long-term.
Short-term outcomes for the Manhattan D.A.’s Office’s
Crime Strategies Unit included an accurate understanding
of the nature of crime issues in different communities.
Intermediate outcomes included enhanced prosecutions,
which could manifest themselves as a change in charging
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Figure 1. Basic Logic Model 1
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Developing a Process Evaluation

decisions, pretrial release or detention (including monetary
bail bond) requests, or sentencing recommendations. The
long-term outcome for the Manhattan Crime Strategies
Unit is an increase in public safety.

Process evaluations document policies, procedures,
organizational structures, technological resources or
innovations, and the characteristics of those using the
arrest alert system.

As indicated in Figure 1, resources, activities, and
outputs are inherent in the program. They should
immediately reflect what an arrest alert system is
doing and what staff or other resources it is using
to accomplish its activities. By comparison, shortterm, intermediate, and long-term outcomes may
all be thought of as less under the direct control
of program staff or as less inherent in program
activities. Rather, outcomes are the results that the
program achieves after the work of the program is
done. In the case of an arrest alert system, examples
of outcomes would be changed pretrial release or
detention requests, plea recommendations, and
sentencing recommendations (due to more available
information), less crime, less re-offending, increased
ability to prosecute cold cases, etc.

Arrest alert systems may vary substantially based
on the characteristics of the region, jurisdiction, or
neighborhood where they are used, and based on the
nature of priority individuals (felony offenders, violent
offenders, or persistent low-level offenders). In order to
conduct a basic process evaluation, the evaluator must
use a variety of data sources including documentation
that describes the original goals, objectives, policies,
and staffing associated with the arrest alert system,
as well as interviews or focus groups with community
leaders. Interviews or focus groups should include
discussions with the individuals who are in charge
of the arrest alert system, as well as a sample of line
prosecutors who have experience using it. Another
strategy is to ask prosecutors to complete a brief survey
in which they can indicate how frequently they create
and/or use arrest alerts and which of their decisions are
influenced by the system (see example of a brief survey
on page 7).

Once the logic model is constructed, an evaluator
can use the model as a guide in developing a process
and outcome evaluation.

1 Adapted from Wholey, J.A., Hatry, H.P. and Newcomer, K.E. (Eds.). (2004). Handbook of Practical Program Evaluation. Jossey-Bass, San Fransisco: CA.
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The following is a list of questions that can be used
when evaluating an arrest alert system.
1. How are priority individuals, charges, and locations
identified?
• What is the role of input from local law
enforcement or community members?
• Do priority individuals, charges, and locations
vary within a jurisdiction depending on the
needs or priorities of specific neighborhoods?
• Do priority individuals throughout the

sentencing, etc.) and, according to prosecutors,
how often are decisions influenced and are
decisions influenced in the intended ways?

jurisdiction share common characteristics (i.e.,
gang members, violent offending, weapons
offending, drug crime, prostitution, or other
low-level offenses)? 2
2.

3.

Is the arrest alert system being implemented
as planned?
• Are local law enforcement and community
members providing input or coordinating with
the prosecutor’s office as intended?
• What type of information is included in the
arrest alert?
• Is there anything that can be added/removed to
improve the usefulness of the arrest alerts?
• Are outdated arrest alerts being identified and
removed from the system in a timely manner
(i.e., this includes defendants who may have
been sentenced to long prison terms, left the
state, or passed away)?
• Are the services and resources being delivered to
the intended persons (prosecutors)?

4.

Are prosecutors provided the information necessary
to know how to use and create arrest alerts?

5.

What is the quality of the relationship with local
law enforcement, and does this relationship vary
within the jurisdiction (from one neighborhood/
area to another)?

6.

What are the perceptions of the usefulness and ease
of navigation of the arrest alert system?

7.

Are there any implementation obstacles?

8.

In what ways has the arrest alert system deviated
from the original goals and policies? Is this
deviation seen as a necessary adaptation
or maladaptation?

Once the plan for a process evaluation has been put into
place it is important to develop a strategy for collecting
important quantitative data demonstrating the scope
and reach of the system.

Developing Additional Quantitative Performance
Measures
The intent of the additional measures that follow is to
quantitatively measure the degree to which the arrest
alert system has achieved its intended outputs as well
as immediate and intermediate outcomes. This differs
from the purpose of an impact evaluation, which is
utilized to measure long-term outcomes and requires
the use of a comparison group.

Do a sufficient number of prosecutors use the arrest
alert system?
• At what stage of the criminal process are line
prosecutors most likely to utilize arrest alerts?
• Which decisions are influenced (pretrial release/
detention, debriefing decision, dispositions/

2 Prosecutors’ offices should be aware of potential disparate impact of decisions on racial and ethnic groups, and accordingly, strive to adopt measures that promote
equity throughout all stages of the criminal justice continuum.
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Specifically, interviews, focus groups, and surveys, as well
as review of the information in the data-tracking tools
can all be used as a way of answering questions such as:
1.

How many arrest alerts have been created since
the implementation of the program (or over select
periods of time, Year 1 v. Year 2 v. Year 3, etc., where
the expectation is that use will grow over time)?

2.

How many prosecutors use the arrest alert system
and how often do they use it?

If a comparison group can be identified from similar
defendants who were not subject to an arrest alert, then
it is possible to examine project impacts, such as:
1.

Is the arrest alert system producing intended
immediate and intermediate outcomes
(i.e., enhanced charging decisions, locating
uncooperative witnesses, pretrial release
or detention requests, and sentencing
recommendations for priority targets)?

2.

Can these be quantified?
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SAMPLE SURVEY
About this Sample Survey: The following is a web-based survey administered to Manhattan Assistant District
Attorneys in 2015. Questions address their use of the arrest alert system as well as their contact with the office’s
Crime Strategies Unit (CSU).

District Attorney of New York County
Intelligence Driven Prosecution Survey 2015

Respondent Information

With funding from the Bureau of Justice Assistance, the
New York County District Attorney’s Office is working
with the Association of Prosecuting Attorneys and the
Center for Court Innovation to conduct an evaluation of
the Office’s intelligence-driven prosecution model. This
evaluation focuses on the Office’s arrest alert system
and aims to develop a program and tools to support this
model’s replication in other jurisdictions.
The purpose of this survey is to collect information
regarding how ADAs and others use the arrest alert
system and its related resources, and how this
information sharing affects decision making. Your
responses will provide valuable feedback as to how the
current system is utilized and can help improve the
Office’s ability to provide appropriate resources to ADAs
in the prosecution of their cases.

1.

What is your current position in the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office?

2.

How long have you worked in this position?
years (drop down) <1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10+

3.

In the past six months, have you been assigned to
ECAB3 (excluding supervisor shifts)?
Yes
No
NA (I am not an ADA)

Section I: Contact with CSU
In answering Questions 4 through 16, only consider the
past 6 months.
4. Has CSU contacted you without you contacting
them first?
Yes
No [If no, skip to Question 8]

All information is anonymous. Responses will be
collected, tabulated, and analyzed by the Center for
Court Innovation and included in a summary report.
Individual responses will not be disclosed.
If you have any questions about this survey, please
contact Erin J. Farley, Senior Research Associate at
the Center for Court Innovation, at [include contact
information].

5.

Approximately how many cases or investigations has
CSU contacted you regarding?
1-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-20, 21 or more

6.

How frequently did CSU use the following methods
to contact you?
1 – never, 2 – rarely, 3 – occasionally,
4 – frequently, 5 – very frequently
Phone
Email
Other (please describe) _____________

3 “ECAB” refers to the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office’s Early Case Assessment Bureau.
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When was CSU most likely to contact you?
Pre-arrest/investigation phase
ECAB
Misdemeanors – post criminal court
arraignment
Felonies – post-criminal court arraignment,
pre-Grand Jury presentation
Felonies – post-Grand Jury, pre-Supreme
Court arraignment
Felonies – post-Supreme Court arraignment
(through trial or plea)

8.

Have you contacted CSU, either directly or via a
DANY 311 request, without CSU first making the
initial contact?
Yes
No (If no skip to question 17)

9.

On approximately how many cases or investigations
have you contacted CSU (including via a DANY 311
request) about?
1-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-20, 21 or more

11. On a scale of 1 to 5, how frequently did you use the
following methods to contact CSU?
1 – never, 2 – rarely, 3 – occasionally,
4 – frequently, 5 – very frequently
Phone
DANY 311
Email
Other (please describe) _____________
12. At what point(s) during a case or investigation
were you most likely to initiate contact with CSU
(including DANY 311 requests)?
Pre-arrest/investigation phase
ECAB
Misdemeanors – post criminal court
arraignment
Felonies – post-criminal court arraignment,
pre-Grand Jury presentation
Felonies – post-Grand Jury, pre-Supreme
Court arraignment
Felonies – post-Supreme Court arraignment
(through trial or plea)

10. Please indicate your primary reason(s) for
contacting CSU.
To check for video camera locations
To obtain general background or intel on a
particular person
To obtain general intel on a particular gang
or geographic area
To get help reaching out to a member of the
police department
To search for additional contact information
for a witness
To learn whether a particular person is active
on social media
To set up an arrest alert
To expedite a subpoena process
Other (write in) _____________

13. On what types of cases or investigations did you
reach out to CSU or DANY 311? Select all that apply.
Violent felonies
Non-drug non-violent felonies
Drug felonies
Domestic violence felonies
Non-Domestic violence non-drug
misdemeanors
Domestic violence misdemeanors
Drug misdemeanors
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14. How frequently did you use the following resources
or links provided on the CSU SharePoint website?
1 – never, 2 – rarely, 3 – occasionally,
4 – frequently, 5 – very frequently
a. DANY 311
b. Glossary of street slang
c. DANY InPho (Inmate call summary form)
d. Homicides/shootings by precinct
e. Precinct information
f. NYCHA map
g. Photosheets
h. SCIM
i. Gangs/crews
j. Bureau based projects
k. Violent crime statistics
l. I was unaware of the CSU SharePoint
website’s existence
m. I am aware of the CSU SharePoint
website, but I have not used it in the past
six months.

16. What type(s) of information were you provided by
CSU or DANY 311 that was not apparent from the
defendant’s RAP sheet? Select all that apply.
Defendant/witness gang affiliation
Defendant as a suspect in unsolved crimes
Defendant victimization information
Defendant or witness nickname or other
personal information
Social media information
Crime data
Geographic context
Priority recidivist for DANY or NYPD;
Other (please describe): _____________
In answering Questions 17 through 20, only consider
cases or investigations where you received information
from CSU or DANY 311 within the past six months:
17. How frequently did information provided by CSU
impact your case or investigation at any point?
1 – never, 2 – rarely, 3 – occasionally,
4 – frequently, 5 – very frequently

15. At what stage of a case or investigation were you
most likely to seek out the information provided on
the CSU SharePoint website? Please rank from 1 to
6. (Skip to Question 16 if you have not used the CSU
SharePoint website in the past six months.)
Pre-arrest/investigation phase
ECAB
Misdemeanors – post criminal court
arraignment
Felonies – post-criminal court arraignment,
pre-Grand Jury presentation
Felonies – post-Grand Jury, pre-Supreme
Court arraignment
Felonies – post-Supreme Court arraignment
(through trial or plea)

18. How frequently did the information provided
by CSU or DANY 311 impact your decisions or
recommendations to the court during the following
stages of your case or investigation?
1 – never, 2 – rarely, 3 – occasionally,
4 – frequently, 5 – very frequently
Investigation
Charging
Bail Recommendation (including specific
bail amount)
Plea Offer or Sentencing Recommendation
19. On average, how much did the information you
received from CSU or DANY 311 affect the amount of
bail you requested?
1 – did not affect, 2 – slightly affected,
3 – moderately affected, 4 – strongly affected
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20. On average, how much did the information you
received from CSU or DANY 311 affect your plea
offers or sentencing recommendations?
1 – did not affect, 2 – slightly affected,
3 – moderately affected, 4 – strongly affected

27. Please rank your primary reasons for creating an
arrest alert for a witness or a victim.
Giglio reasons (i.e. to ensure that you are
informed if a witness or a victim with a prior
criminal history is re-arrested.)
To attempt to locate a missing witness or
victim and/or to produce a witness or a
victim for a court appearance
Other (write in)_____________

Section II: Your Use of the Arrest Alert System
In answering Questions 21 through 33, only consider
the past 6 months.
21. Approximately how many arrest alerts do you have
(excluding automatically generated open case arrest
alerts)?
0, 1-5, 6-10, 11-20, 21-30, 31-40, 41 or more

28. Has another ADA reached out to you regarding an
arrest alert that you created?
Yes
No
NA (I have not created an arrest alert)

22. How many of those arrest alerts have been added
(by you or someone else) in the past six months
(excluding automatically generated open case arrest
alerts)?
0, 1-5, 6-10, 11-20, 21-30, 31-40, 41 or more

29. When you are drafting a felony case in ECAB, do you
routinely check to see whether an arrest alert for
that defendant exists?
Yes
No
NA (I do not draft felony cases)
NA (I have not been in ECAB in the past
six months)

23. How many of those added arrest alerts are for
witnesses or victims?
0, 1-5, 6-10, 11-20, 21-30, 31-40, 41 or more
24. How many of those added arrest alerts do not
include witnesses or victims?
0, 1-5, 6-10, 11-20, 21-30, 31-40, 41 or more

30. When you are drafting a misdemeanor in ECAB, do
you routinely check to see whether an arrest alert
for that defendant exists?
Yes
No
NA (I have not been in ECAB in the past
six months)

25. Have you received an arrest alert notification in the
past six months?
Yes
No
NA (I don’t have any arrest alerts)

31. While in ECAB, approximately how many times has
someone reached out to you regarding an existing
arrest alert before or while you are drafting the case
associated with that alert?
NA (I have not been in ECAB in the last six months)
0,1-5, 6-10, 11-20, 21-30, 31-40, 41 or more

26. Have you received an arrest alert notification for a
witness or a victim in the past six months?
Yes
No
NA (I don’t have any arrest alerts for victims
or witnesses)
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32. How many times have you found the information
contained in an arrest alert useful while you were
drafting a case in ECAB?
NA (I have not been in ECAB in the last six months)
0, 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-20, 21 or more
33. Approximately how many times has the arrest alert
system caused you to take an investigative step that
you would not have otherwise taken? (i.e. reach
out to a police officer, reach out to another ADA,
reach out to a defense attorney, attempt to take a
statement or debrief the defendant)
0, 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-20, 21 or more

Section III: Suggestions
34. Do you have any suggestions about how the office’s
intelligence-driven prosecution model, CSU, or the
arrest alert system can be of additional value?

Thank you for your cooperation!

For More Information
Please visit www.creatingarrestalert.com, contact the Association of Prosecuting Attorneys at info@apainc.org, visit
http://manhattanda.org/intelligence-driven-prosecution-crime-strategies-unit, or contact the Manhattan District
Attorney’s Office’s Crime Strategies Unit at IDP@dany.nyc.gov.
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THE FACT SHEETS

New York County (Manhattan)
District Attorney Cyrus R.
Vance, Jr. created the Crime
Strategies Unit to develop and
implement intelligence-driven
prosecution strategies. Among
the new strategies the Unit
developed was the Arrest Alert
system: customized software
that notifies prosecutors
by email of priority arrests
involving a specific individual,
a specific charge, or a specific
arrest location. By swiftly
alerting prosecutors of highpriority arrests, the system
ensures that prosecutors
have detailed and updated
information to make the most
appropriate charging decisions,
pretrial release or detention
requests, and sentencing
recommendations.
1. What is an Arrest Alert?
2. Identifying and
Managing
Priority Arrests
3. Developing the
Technology
4. Measuring Success
5. Examples of How Arrest
Alerts Can Be Helpful

Fact Sheet #5 portrays how real cases in Manhattan were enhanced
through the use of an arrest alert system.
The appropriate use of an arrest alert system helps prosecutors make
decisions that consider a defendant’s role in criminal activity in a
community. This information allows prosecutors to identify defendants
whose just incarceration has a significant impact from a community-safety
standpoint, or for other identified reasons. Additionally, an arrest alert
system can help prosecutors’ offices gather intelligence that contributes to
ongoing or future investigations. Below are ten examples of the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office’s Arrest Alert system in action in New York County.

Case #1 Enhanced Pretrial Decision-Making during Criminal
Investigation for Gang-Related Robberies
A 20-year-old defendant was arrested for acting in concert with two others
in an attack of a victim with the intent to steal the victim’s iPod. The
defendant was charged with a felony, Robbery in the Second Degree. The
assigned prosecutor was originally requesting the judge set somewhat low
bail, taking into account the defendant’s young age and limited criminal
record. However, because of this individual’s gang affiliation, the Crime
Strategies Unit (CSU) received an arrest alert for him. CSU reached out to
the prosecutor drafting the case to explain that the defendant was a known
gang member of a specific violent crew, and shared photos of this individual
making gang signs and holding large quantities of cash in the presence
of other known gang leaders. CSU also made the prosecutor aware that
the defendant had an open case for the exact same crime—attempting to
assault a victim and steal his iPod. Armed with this new information, the
prosecutor revised his pretrial release/detention recommendation to reflect
the investigation. The judge accepted the prosecutor’s recommendation at
arraignment, and subsequently the defendant was indicted and pleaded
guilty to the felony charge. After the defendant was indicted, the prosecutor
offered the defendant a chance to plead guilty to the reduced charge of
Attempted Robbery in the Second Degree, a felony charge, with a nonincarceratory sentence of five years of probation. With the court’s approval,
the defendant accepted that offer and pleaded guilty.
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Case #2 Major Crime-Driver Sentenced to 8 Years
in Prison
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gun. The arrest of the 15-year-old was voided and the
other individual, a 24-year-old male was arrested. This
case is still pending.

A 21-year-old defendant who was well known to be a
major crime-driver was arrested for selling narcotics.
Typically, drug cases are not given the same type
of enhanced attention as cases involving violence.
However, CSU received an arrest alert for this
defendant, a prominent member of an East Harlembased violent crew, and contacted the prosecutor
drafting the case. The defendant’s criminal record
showed that he had been convicted of a violent felony
three years before the narcotics-sale arrest, but CSU
was able to tell the prosecutor about the defendant’s
youthful offender and juvenile violent adjudications,
as well as the defendant’s crew involvement. Postindictment, the prosecutor did not make an offer,
and instead provided the judge full and accurate
information about this defendant based on intelligence
obtained through CSU at the defendant’s arraignment.
On the eve of trial, the defendant pleaded guilty and
was sentenced to eight years in prison, to be followed by
three years of post-release supervision.

Case #4 Missing Drug Dealer Located
A 20-year-old defendant was arrested for Disorderly
Conduct and Tampering with Evidence by swallowing
what appeared to be cocaine. Because he was a known
member of a violent gang, CSU received an arrest alert
and contacted the assigned prosecutor. At that time,
this defendant did not have a criminal record. However,
CSU provided the assigned prosecutor with information
regarding the defendant’s gang involvement, his
nickname within that gang, and the facts that led to
CSU’s belief that he was recently an uncooperative
victim of a violent assault. The judge set a monetary
bail bond on this case, which would have been
unlikely had she not known of the defendant’s gang
involvement. Separately, a Special Narcotics prosecutor
contacted the New York County prosecutor on the
Disorderly Conduct case and inquired whether this
individual could be his “lost subject” on a narcotics sale
case. The New York County prosecutor put the Special
Narcotics prosecutor in touch with CSU, since he knew
from his conversations with CSU and the arrest alert
that CSU knew information about this defendant
beyond the New York County prosecutor’s case. CSU
and the Special Narcotics prosecutor arranged for this
defendant to be placed in a lineup. The buyer in the
narcotics sale case picked the defendant out of that
lineup. Ultimately, this defendant was convicted of
both Attempted Tampering with Physical Evidence,
a misdemeanor, and Criminal Sale of a Controlled
Substance in the Third Degree, a felony. The defendant
was sentenced to thirty days jail for the tampering case
and one year jail on the narcotics sale case.

Case #3 Prosecutors Exculpate a Wrongly
Arrested Person
A 15-year-old was arrested for possessing a firearm
in East Harlem found during a consent search of an
apartment following a report of “shots fired.” CSU
received an arrest alert for this incident, since this
individual was charged with a firearm offense. CSU
realized that the 15-year-old was not known to have ties
to gangs or a history of violence and requested more
information regarding the arrest. CSU and the assigned
prosecutor asked the New York City Police Department
to search for video surveillance in the vicinity of the
report of shots fired, and when that video was obtained,
it was apparent that the individual arrested was not
the person who possessed the gun in question. Further
investigation showed that a different resident of the
apartment, who was not present at the time of the
search, was the person shown in the video with the

Case #5 Intelligence Gathered when Rival Gang
Members are Arrested Together
Four defendants riding around together in a stolen
vehicle were arrested for Criminal Possession of Stolen
2
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Property in the Fourth Degree. Two of the four were
known gang members and as a result CSU received
arrest alerts for those two defendants. Upon closer
examination of this arrest, CSU noticed that these
individuals were key members of rival gangs. Therefore,
this arrest indicated to CSU the possibility that an
alliance had formed between these two gangs. While
this information was not immediately relevant to
the current arrests, it is useful for potential crime
prevention strategies, as well as future investigations.
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focused on particular hot spots. CSU facilitated the
transfer of this defendant’s case from a prosecutor who
was randomly assigned that case to a member of the
bureau-based project focused on that hotspot. While the
case still presented difficulties in prosecuting it to the
fullest extent of the law, the newly assigned prosecutor
had a more aggressive approach to this defendant.
Instead of dismissing the charges, the prosecutor was
able to negotiate a plea where the defendant served
three years of probation and received a “youthful
offender” adjudication. Although this plea did not
result in a criminal conviction, it documented the
defendant’s involvement in criminal activity.

This discovery was also helpful in that it could be an
indication that the two formerly rival gangs had united
against a common enemy.

Case #6 Reassigning Cases to Prosecutors with a
Geographic Interest in a Particular Hot Spot

Case #7 Preventing Crime through Juvenile Curfews
A 15-year-old male charged with robbery was released
on his own recognizance from Criminal Court
arraignments and ordered to adhere to a 7 P.M. curfew.
CSU therefore added him to the Arrest Alert system’s
database for individuals with curfews. When police
officers visited his home on a curfew check one night,
the defendant was present. However, CSU received an
arrest alert at 11 P.M. that same night indicating that
the defendant had been arrested for trespassing within
a building after the police had visited him. CSU alerted
the assigned prosecutor, who brought the curfew
violation and the arrest for trespassing to the judge’s
attention. The judge remanded the defendant.

An 18-year-old defendant was arrested for holding a
brick over another man’s head, as if he were going
to strike him with it. The police had been unable to
identify the intended victim of the assault because
he ran away before the police could talk to him.
Although there was an independent eyewitness, that
witness indicated to the police that he was reluctant
to testify against the defendant. This defendant had
only previously been convicted for a minor marijuana
possession crime, but he was in the Arrest Alert system’s
database due to being a suspect in a shooting and
for his East Harlem gang activity. This defendant had
been arrested many times in the past, but most of his
prior cases were dismissed due to the unwillingness of
witnesses to testify against him. CSU received an arrest
alert when this defendant was arrested and anticipated
that this case could be seen as challenging, given the
history of witness reluctance problems. CSU therefore,
after receiving the arrest alert, asked the prosecutor
who was assigned the case if she would transfer the
case to a prosecutor who had a particular interest in the
geographic area where the crime occurred and against
the defendant, in particular. The Manhattan District
Attorney’s Office had formed “bureau-based projects”
composed of prosecutors within the trial bureaus who

Case #8 Reviving a Cold Homicide Case
A 27-year-old defendant was arrested for a gang assault
and, because he was a suspect in a homicide that
occurred five years earlier, CSU received an arrest alert.
The homicide investigation had gone cold, but CSU
immediately reached out to the assigned prosecutor
and asked for more specifics on the case to make timely
decisions about how to proceed on the pending gang
assault arrest. Based on this information, the judge
accepted the prosecutor’s recommendation for setting a
high monetary bail bond on the gang assault case. The
case was prioritized by the prosecutor’s office and these
3
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new developments prompted the prosecutor to reopen
the homicide case. The investigation into the homicide
case continues.
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merely seeking refuge from the storm inside a store.
After indictment, the defendant pleaded guilty to
Burglary in the Third Degree and was sentenced to nine
months of incarceration.

Case #9 Sharing Intelligence with Neighboring
Counties in the Wake of Hurricane Sandy

Case #10 Creatively Enforcing Parole Conditions
to Address a Gang Hot Spot

After Hurricane Sandy hit New York City in 2012,
there was an influx of misdemeanor and felony
arrests for looting in places impacted by the hurricane
throughout the city. The Crime Strategies Unit received
an arrest alert that a 16-year-old arrested for looting in
Staten Island was a recidivist robbery defendant. CSU
provided the Staten Island (Richmond County) District
Attorney’s Office with information on the defendant’s
criminal history, as well as incriminating posts found
on his social media accounts indicating his intent to
steal. As a result of the Arrest Alert system, the Staten
Island District Attorney’s Office was well prepared to
counteract the defendant’s claim to the police that he
had no intention of stealing anything, and that he was

In December of 2012, CSU received an arrest alert
that a gang member active in an identified hot spot
and on parole had been arrested for shoplifting, a
misdemeanor charge. CSU had requested that the New
York State Division of Parole set conditions that barred
him from being in the gang area and from associating
with members of his gang, and Parole had done so. His
shoplifting arrest was outside the gang area but the
alert prompted CSU to check into his co-defendant,
and it was discovered that he had been arrested with
someone Parole had restricted him from associating
with. This information was provided to Parole, and they
lodged a violation of his parole.

For More Information
Please visit www.creatingarrestalert.com, contact the Association of Prosecuting Attorneys at info@apainc.org, visit
http://manhattanda.org/intelligence-driven-prosecution-crime-strategies-unit, or contact the Manhattan District
Attorney’s Office’s Crime Strategies Unit at IDP@dany.nyc.gov.
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